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Special Background Briefing Book for
The Committee for Economic Development
Foreword
Members and Honored Guests,
We are pleased to provide you with this Briefing Book of selected articles from
the Oxford Analytica Daily Brief. They focus on some of the major issues which
are the subjects of this year’s Fall Policy Conference.
Since its foundation in 1942, the CED has played a significant role in supporting
policy makers at home and abroad by delivering “well-researched analysis and
reasoned solutions to our nation’s most critical issues”. The aim of this Oxford
Analytica Briefing Book is to enrich your understanding of some of the issues
and challenges the CED seeks to address.

David K. Young
Global Managing Director
Oxford Analytica

Oxford Analytica is an international consulting firm founded in 1975 to enable
governments, corporations and international organizations to navigate the
complex macro environments that impact strategies, operations, investments
and policies.
It does so by drawing on a network of some 1,500 experts at leading centres of
learning around the world to deliver actionable, authoritative and impartial
insights into global events and trends. The firm’s worldwide reputation for
delivering unparalleled macro diligence is based on its founding principles,
robust methodologies and an impressive track record.
Be sure to take advantage of your complimentary access to the Oxford Analytica
Daily Brief, using the information provided at the back of this Briefing Book.

Yours sincerely,
David K. Young,
Global Managing Director
Oxford Analytica
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The technological singularity is distant
Wednesday, October 11, 2017
Advances in artificial intelligence raise the prospect of a fully automated economy in
which human labour is unnecessary
Advances in artificial intelligence have prompted predictions of a 'technological singularity' -- a rapid
transition to a society in which machines possessing superhuman intelligence play a central role and
human labour becomes superfluous through automation.

What next

A robot at the seventh Soccer World
Championship for Robots, Robocup,
in Italy. (Reuters/Erik De Castro)

A technological singularity can only happen if information can readily substitute for other inputs in
production processes. If it cannot, then the scarcity of other inputs, principally materials and energy, will
constrain the rate of economic growth, even if machines overtake humans in general intelligence. A
technological singularity is not near and may not happen at all.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Technology progress could lead to economic growth that increases demand for human labour
rather than rendering it obsolete.
◦ A post-singularity world with vast aggregate wealth could still have political conflicts over its
distribution.
◦ Some tasks are never likely to be fully automated because consumers value having them done by
humans.

Analysis
There is ample precedent for radical transformation of human affairs by technology.
For most of human existence, there was very little improvement in living standards. The lives of French,
English or Japanese peasants in 1700 were little different from those of Egyptian farmers 5,000 years
earlier.

World output and output per person in richest country (1990 dollars)
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Major change came with the Industrial Revolution. Incomes in England, which barely doubled between
1 CE and 1700, doubled in 170 years, then again in 70 years, then in 36 years and then in 30 years.
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However, at no stage did income growth among the most advanced economies exceed 2% annually
for extended periods.

Diminishing returns
The reason growth rates did not accelerate is that technologies, be they steam power or computing
power, are just single inputs into complex production processes that use many other inputs too.
Spectacular gains in the performance of one part of the process only led to small improvements
overall.
Behind many singularity projections lies 'Moore's law', the idea that the computing power of integrated
circuits doubles every 18 months. The cost of computation has fallen by more than twelve orders of
magnitude -- 36% annually -- since the birth of electronic computers in 1946.
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Source: William D. Nordhaus, "Two Centuries of Productivity Growth in Computing,"
The Journal of Economic History, Vol. 67, No. 1 (March 2007)

However, improvements in the actual tasks done by computers have been much less rapid.
A simple example is chess-playing machines. These have steadily improved, defeating the best
human player in 1997. However, the rate of improvement is only about 2% -- not nearly as fast as
improvements in raw computation. The constraint is not the speed of the computers but the cleverness
of the algorithms their human programmers can write.
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Similar results appear in other areas that use complex algorithms. The underlying reason is that even
in computing-heavy tasks, computing power is only one of the inputs.

Superintelligence
Some writers consider the limitations of the human brain to be the most important constraint on
progress, and believe that it can be eliminated by building computers that reproduce human
intellectual capabilities and then improve on them.
These artificial 'superintelligences' would in turn be able to design even more intelligent machines in a
self-reinforcing process. The rising capabilities, growing number and falling cost of such 'machine
brains' would then trigger the singularity.
However, other factors are likely to intrude before then.

Constraints on a take-off
In the 1990s, as the price of computing power fell dramatically, firms and consumers substituted
information technology for other goods and services, replacing other types of equipment and
economising on labour.
However, this substitution was not accompanied by a surge in productivity. After accounting for profits
and wages in the computer industry and among users, there is little left over that contributed to
productivity gains more generally.
Slowing productivity growth in recent decades despite the massive investment in fast-improving
technology suggests that other economic influences may get in the way of a singularity.
Production processes need energy, materials and other human and non-human inputs. If these other
inputs are limited, this could limit the applicability of intelligent machines.

Economies do not run on intelligence and calculation alone

The question for the long run is the degree to which information can substitute for other inputs. If it can
do so easily, growth could rise very rapidly as a result of fast-growing computer power. If it cannot,
however, then rapid improvements in computing may become irrelevant to the economy.
Moreover, pockets of the economy could escape dramatic transformations. Artisanal crafts could prove
resistant to automation. There may be tasks that consumers simply prefer to have done by a human,
even if in objective terms a machine could do them just as well or better. There might also be prestige
attached to having tasks performed by humans.

What about workers?
The fate of workers in an economy approaching a singularity depends on how much machine
intelligence complements human capabilities and how easily it can substitute for them (see
PROSPECTS 2017-22: Artificial intelligence - December 6, 2016 and see INTERNATIONAL: Artificial
intelligence - June 28, 2016).
If machines mostly complement humans, workers will be well-paid but receive a decreasing share of
national income compared to investors.
However, if machines mostly substitute for skilled labour then skilled jobs would disappear, in effect
rendering all workers unskilled. In this case, income inequality would disappear and all incomes
would rise along with productivity.
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The recent past offers hints of what the future may hold

Commentators often overstate the extent of machine substitution for human labour and ignore the
strong complementarities that increase productivity, raise earnings and augment labour demand.
Analysis of automation, computerisation and the rise of robotics shows that technology does substitute
for labour -- as is typically intended -- but also complements labour by raising output in ways that
ultimately increase demand for labour (see INTERNATIONAL: Adoption of machine learning will rise September 25, 2017).
For example, after the introduction of ATMs, human bank tellers performed new and more valuable
tasks and their number actually increased, along with an increase in bank branches.
Over the long run, productivity gains have not led to a shortfall of demand. Household consumption has
largely kept pace with household incomes. Moreover, the share of the population engaged in paid
employment has risen over the past century despite vast improvements in material living standards.
However, the past few decades have seen 'polarisation' of the labour market:
• Job gains went disproportionately to those at the top and bottom of the income and skill
distribution.
• Wage gains went to the most highly skilled. Low-skilled wages were held down by the ease
with which unskilled work could be automated.
A study by MIT economist David Autor concludes that middle-skill jobs will persist in the future,
combining routine technical tasks performed by machines with non-routine tasks in which humans
hold comparative advantage: interpersonal interaction, flexibility, adaptability and problem-solving.
Demand for interaction favours face-to-face interactions over remote performance, so these same
middle-skill occupations may have relatively low susceptibility to remote performance.
Jobs combining machine-conducted technical tasks and human interpersonal tasks are growing
rapidly, even as traditional production and clerical occupations contract (see INT: Redistribution is key
to future of the workforce - May 25, 2017).

Empirical evidence
Empirical tests of the US economy today do not support the likelihood of advanced technology coming
to dominate it. In fact, the sectors where productivity is improving fastest are also experiencing slight
declines in the share of total spending they account for.
In a 2015 paper by Yale economist William Nordhaus, only two out of seven tests supported the
conditions for a singularity. Of the two that did, extrapolations suggest that it lies a century or more in
the future.
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Adding women in peace talks can improve outcomes
Monday, October 23, 2017
Women combatants, auxiliaries and victims tend to be ignored in peace negotiations, but
this undermines stability
In most modern conflicts, up to 80% of displaced persons are women and children, yet their voices are
notably absent from negotiating tables. Women are routinely left out of negotiations to end conflicts,
often because inclusion is a reflection of power and ‘spoiler’ potential -- which women do not usually
have.

Syrian Democratic Forces fighters
in western Raqqa province, Syria.
(Reuters/Rodi Said)

What next
Evidence demonstrates that women’s participation in peace processes may lead to swifter and more
sustainable agreements. The failure to include women in discussions in Yemen, Afghanistan and
South Sudan is likely to hinder the efforts to achieve lasting peace.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Lack of physical security for women can indicate future conflict and societal violence.
◦ Making women’s security explicit in peace negotiations could lay the groundwork for long-term
peace and prosperity.
◦ The habitual overlooking of female combatants in talks will hinder their demobilisation and
reintegration back into society.
◦ In Colombia, where women have been active partners in peace negotiations, female combatants
should benefit from better reintegration.

Analysis
Since the Second World War, women have become increasingly visible as fighting members of
insurgent forces, especially those influenced by communism. Women made up a significant portion of
the Soviet military during that time, there have been female combatants among the Vietcong, the
Naxalites in India (estimated at 40%), the Peruvian Shining Path rebel group (50%), the Maoists in
Nepal (40%), Sri Lanka's Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) (15-20%), the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia (FARC) (40%), Sierra Leone's Revolutionary United Front (RUF) (24%) and
Kurdish forces in Syria today.

In some conflicts, women constituted up to half of insurgent forces

Women's participation in those forces is encouraged not only as a way to bolster numbers, but also to
give legitimacy to the cause. It implies that equality is a primary goal of the insurgent movement, and
women's involvement lends the group a reputation of being a genuinely popular movement rather than
an aggressor.
Yet female participation is still influenced by gender expectations, and women are often relegated to
auxiliary roles unless specific policies are in place, such as in the FARC (see LATIN AMERICA: Gender
issues run deep - March 9, 2017). These auxiliary positions are typically as dangerous as combat
roles but do not confer the same power as handling weapons, keeping women subordinate to men in
the insurgent organisations.
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As a result, female combatants are forgotten and usually excluded from negotiations. Discourse tends
to reduce women to victims in most conflicts, and they are rarely seen as combatants. This almost
ensures their lack of a seat at the negotiating table.

Peace negotiations
A 2012 review found that since 1992 only 4% of chief signatories and 2.4% of mediators of peace
agreements have been women. Just 9% of negotiators were female.

2.4%

Female conflict mediators since 1992
An International Peace Institute study of 182 signed peace agreements between 1989-2011 found that,
while nearly half failed within five years, those that were partly negotiated by women were 35% more
likely to endure for 15 years after signing. Peace negotiations that include women are also
overwhelmingly more likely to come to an agreement and be implemented than those which exclude
women from the table.
While peace negotiations are often arbitrated between militarised elites, the participation of women
can lead to a greater inclusion of community and civilian factions affected by conflict. For peace to
endure, civilian communities must be engaged, as this is where both the recruitment and
disarmament of armed factions occurs. Women are often a critical vehicle in relaying peace accords
between elites and communities, helping ensure more long-term success.
In Sri Lanka, women intervened in stalled talks between the government and liberation movements,
helping bridge the differences between groups. In Somalia, women are also used to shuttle
messages between various clans because of their extended networks. Through marriage, women are
often connected to multiple clans, and become trusted arbitrators between groups.

Participation in peace processes
In 2000, the United Nations passed Resolution 1325 mandating equal participation of men and
women in peace processes, but thus far implementation of the resolution has been mixed.
The resolution helped galvanise certain actors to include women at peace talks, but often as a mere
appearance of inclusivity: women's powers within negotiations were often muted and their participation
sidelined.
Talks usually inadequately address the fact that women will be essential actors in the post-conflict
construction of society. In Pakistan, Mossarat Qadeem and her organization, PAIMAN Alumni Trust,
have trained mothers to deradicalise young men and boys, rehabilitating them for societal
reintegration.
Women have been notably absent from peace negotiations in ongoing conflicts in Yemen, Syria and
Afghanistan, and little progress has been made in promoting an end to conflict in these countries.
During South Africa's constitutional negotiations in the 1990s, a sixth working committee was formed
as part of the famed Convention for a Democratic South Africa (CODESA) talks. However, the genderadvisory committee was seen by many female participants as a tokenistic gesture and did not have a
significant impact on the constitutional documents that ultimately emerged.
Women's impressions on the terms of the conflict's end are vital to the sustained building of peace.
Women are half the population and they can influence the course of the country, based on whether they
believe the terms are fair or not.
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Overcoming barriers
At the same time, women have been creative in overcoming barriers to their inclusion in peace talks.
Liberian women formed the 'Mano River Women's Peace Network', which held mass demonstrations
and surrounded the hotel in Accra where men were gathered during negotiations, forcing them to stay
inside and sign an agreement. Their participation also led to explicit language demanding the
rehabilitation of women and children as victims of war.
In Somalia, women created a 'Sixth Clan' at the Somali Peace and Reconciliation Conference in
Djibouti to counter the five 'official' clan delegations that restricted female participation. Not only did this
bring women to the negotiating table in peace talks, it also led to a gender quota in Somalia's
Transitional Federal Parliament. In the famed 1998 Good Friday Agreement, Irish women formed the
Women's Coalition just six weeks before the negotiations and ensured their participation in the talks.

Some nations whose civil conflicts ended with active female
participation, including Liberia, Guatemala and Northern Ireland, have
seen sustained levels of peace

Burundian women also created a specific party just to receive official recognition for inclusion in peace
negotiations in Arusha. Unlike other participants at the talks, the women's party relayed messages
back to community participants, ensuring active buy-in at the household level.
Other peace processes have had more formal and deliberate inclusion of women from the outset. The
1996 Guatemalan peace process was facilitated primarily by Luz Mendez, who helped push the talks to
include the voices and experiences of indigenous Guatemalan peoples and leaders, many of whom
had been brutally victimized by the six-year war.

Outlook
It will be difficult to include in negotiations women whose power is not recognised by conflict actors.
More can be done to make visible women's participation in conflict, especially as the incidence of
female combatants rises. Absent that, the systematic exclusion of half the population from peace
negotiations will continue to undermine negotiations and lasting peace in many conflicts.
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May 25, 2017

Redistribution is key to the future of the workforce
Technology will raise productivity and living standards; redeployment rather than
fear of unemployment must guide policy
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Twentieth century data supported the view that machines could
only replace routine tasks. A 2003 paper by Autor, Levy and
Murnane became the ‘ALM’ consensus, assuming non-routine
tasks could not be automated as they relied on knowledge
humans could not explain to robots.
Changing our understanding, machine learning capability has since
progressed faster than human capability. In 2016, AlphaGo, Google
DeepMind’s artificial intelligence computer programme, beat the
human Go champion with a new move. Algorithms designed the
widely praised interior of the newly opened Hamburg Concert Hall.

Potential for ageing societies is vast; a 130,000-image algorithm is
more reliable diagnosing skin cancer than 22 doctors. However,
redistribution is critical to minimising disruption.
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Automation is a higher risk in poorer OECD
countries, where consumer demand and
safety nets are weaker
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_ One certainty of the race between workers and
machine owners is inequality, making structural
reforms and redistribution policies crucial.
_ London School of Economics Professor Leslie
Willcocks estimates that for every 20 jobs robotics
_ Legal and regulatory regimes will struggle to keep
up, and education shortfalls in advanced countries
will intensify competition for talent.
_ Premature deindustrialisation is worrying for
developing countries with large, young workforces
that are industrialising from agriculture.

See also: Prospects for artificial intelligence in 2017-22 -- December 6, 2016
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Artificial intelligence could transform China
Thursday, September 21, 2017
Beijing has ambitious plans to lead the world in artificial intelligence
The government has published an ambitious roadmap to turn China into a global leader in artificial
intelligence (AI) by 2030. It outlines an agenda for applying AI across the economy, society and the
military. China is already a global leader in some areas of AI development.

What next
Even if the AI plan does not meet the objectives it sets, the resources it dedicates to building
capabilities, particularly through education, training and research, will give China a strong industrial
base with great development potential. The country will probably be a significant force in AI, even if not
the world leader.

A visitor speaks to Xiaodu, an
artificial intelligent robot, at the 2015
Baidu World Conference in Beijing,
China. (Reuters/Kim Kyung)

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ The Chinese private sector's progress in AI disproves claims that China cannot innovate.
◦ Some AI capabilities may not be easily exportable, language recognition of Chinese being the most
obvious reason.
◦ Self-driving vehicles and intelligent robots could become major growth industries, in which China
could become a leader.

Analysis
The dense, 32-page document published on July 20, is drafted in the vague and grandiose terms
typical of Chinese government documents, but nevertheless contains useful indicators.

'Informatisation'
China's focus on AI is the next step in the evolution of its approach to ICT in social and economic
development -- a process China's government calls 'informatisation'. This began with the digitisation of
paper-based files held by state offices. Subsequent efforts tried to integrate these data resources,
eliminating fragmentation between government departments, and between central and local levels.
The advent of smartphones and 'big data' increased the information resources that the state potentially
has at its disposal.
The challenge, however, is to transform this rapidly expanding trove of individual data points into
actionable knowledge. This is where AI comes in. AI is seen as the technology that will enable
government bodies to make sense of the data, and make decisions based on automated and selfimproving data-processing. It is deemed to offer major enhancements in the efficiency of education
and healthcare, and even the functioning of the judiciary.

Commerce
AI also holds considerable commercial potential. The plan identifies self-driving vehicles, intelligent
robotics, and virtual and augmented reality as major drivers of future economic growth (see
PROSPECTS 2017-22: Autonomous transport - December 7, 2016 and see CHINA: Fragmented policy
may hamper robot advance - August 31, 2015).
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400 billion renminbi

Target size of China's AI industry by 2025
Chinese firms have invested heavily in developing AI capabilities. They have sought to use foreign
talent and expertise in this process, particularly on the US West Coast:
• Baidu established an AI research laboratory in Silicon Valley in 2014 and has announced that it
will open a second one.
• Huawei has entered an AI research partnership with the University of California, Berkeley.
• Tencent has announced the establishment of an AI laboratory in Seattle.
• The state-owned defence firm CETC has launched a joint research programme with the
University of Technology Sydney, which will focus on big data technologies.

Defence
China's government sees AI as a strategic capability that will be crucial in potential future conflict.
In recent years, the leadership has sought to modernise its defence industrial base by tapping into
capabilities developed in the private sector, under the heading of 'civil-military integration'. Senior
military commanders have penned articles in authoritative state media stating that AI will be a key
resource in future 'smart conflicts'.

China's military believes AI will be crucial if China ever has to fight the
United States

The notion of disruption, so crucial to Silicon Valley's commercial model, has also made its
appearance in Chinese military thinking. Through AI-enabled technologies, China hopes to alter the
paradigm in which it might have to engage with hostile forces, with a particular focus on the United
States.

Plan versus practice
The document contains a large number of objectives and programmes. This sort of planning
document is a legacy of China's planned economy era. Its primary constituency is the administration
itself. The process of drafting it serves to obtain bureaucratic consensus.
The published document does not therefore set simple and clear objectives. Instead, it creates
container terms and objectives that the line ministries will subsequently attempt to interpret and
implement in their best interests.
The document pays scarce attention to the role of private firms in AI development, despite the fact they
are rapidly becoming global leaders.
However, it would be a mistake to dismiss China's AI initiative on the basis of these weaknesses.
This plan is merely the top level of a swathe of initiatives in specialised government departments, at
local levels (Alibaba's home base Hangzhou is attempting to become a national AI base, for instance)
and in institutions such as the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Chinese Academy of
Engineering.
More than just a next step in economic development, these efforts signify the extent to which the
government believes that AI has a transformational potential akin to mechanisation and electricity. With
these efforts, it has positioned itself strongly to reap its benefits.
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Raising workers' quality is key to global productivity
Tuesday, July 4, 2017
Recent productivity research gives more importance to improvements in the quality of
capital and particularly labour
The first estimates in the 1960s suggested that the growth of labour and capital inputs accounted for
20-30% of economic growth, implying that total factor productivity (TFP) improvements accounted for
the remaining 70-80%. However, the skills embodied in labour and the technology embodied in capital
can now be measured much more accurately. After these contributions are subtracted, the role of TFP
in growth is reduced.

Graduating seniors at Smith College
in Northampton, Massachusetts.
(Reuters/Brian Snyder)

What next
Conventional TFP analyses have not always captured how crucial the quality of labour supply is to
growth prospects. A broader measure of productivity adds the improved quality of labour and capital to
the improvements captured by TFP. A prominent group of productivity researchers expect US labour
quality to grow far below the 1990-2014 trend in coming years, implying substantially lower GDP
growth unless policies can reverse this trend.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Improvement in the quality of capital is closely tied to rising investment in capital, especially
information and computer technology.
◦ If investment growth continues to slow, this will affect future output both through the volume of capital
as well as its productive quality.
◦ Ageing populations and persistent ultra-low rates raise ‘secular stagnation’ fears; the future will
depend on a better-educated workforce.

Analysis
Birth rates are below replacement levels in most advanced and many developing countries. In many
countries, workforce growth is stagnant or falling and economists and policymakers have focused
attention on productivity and technology as the driving forces of the modern economy (see INT:
Emerging markets growing old faster than rich - April 4, 2017).
However, several leading economists have raised the possibility that the global economy is now in a
period of secular stagnation, not just a temporary slowdown following a damaging recession. Not only
is the size of the labour force declining in many countries, but capital investment in both traditional and
new technologies is lagging while productivity is also declining.
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'Technological singularity'
In contrast to the view of secular decline, some observers of science and technology anticipate a
scenario of technological singularity, when the exponential increase in technologies such as
computers, genetics, nanotechnology, robotics and artificial intelligence will transform economic
processes and life itself (see INT: Redistribution is key to future of the workforce - May 25, 2017).
Any attempt to unravel the likelihood of either economic deceleration or acceleration must consider
what is happening to productivity.

Estimating productivity
Productivity is the ratio of outputs to inputs; productivity grows when outputs grow faster than inputs,
implying a more effective use of resources, predominantly labour and capital. The challenge has been
to measure inputs and outputs and combine them in a theoretically consistent fashion. The chief
difficulty faced by statistical agencies is that science, technology and invention change both the
numerator and denominator of the simple ratio.

Science, technology and invention constantly change both productivity
inputs and outputs, making measurement difficult

This year's products are different from last year's, as are the capital goods used in production. Labour
changes as educational levels and experience evolve and the relative values of different levels of
education, age and experience change. Academics are working with national statistical agencies to
bring the theoretical aspects of price and quantity estimates to bear on the practice of data collection.

TFP
The traditional definition of TFP does not include improvements embodied in the inputs themselves.
As a result, it is not an inclusive measure of technical change.
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A more comprehensive account of productivity requires a broader concept than TFP, one that includes
the effects of improved inputs. Nevertheless, TFP is not an empty concept. Although it only includes
disembodied technical change not included in labour and capital, it does embrace:
•
•
•
•
•

economies of scale;
efficiency change;
variations in capacity utilisation;
advances in general knowledge;
network effects; and

• better management and organisational change.

Diverging UK estimates
Depending on the source, UK productivity has advanced by between 6% and 25% since 1990.
Disparities arise because international organisations such as the OECD create estimates designed to
be comparable across countries by using standardised sources and procedures but are limited by
what is available. National statistical agencies, in contrast, can design and organise the collection and
analysis of data more specifically to suit the theoretical requirements and local conditions of individual
countries.
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United Kingdom: Alternative TFP measures (Index, 1990=100)
TFP: Total factor productivity
Official agencies of the United Kingdom, United States and Japan have worked closely with academic
scholars to produce a new generation of TFP statistics. Agencies in Japan and the United States have
produced TFP estimates that include separate GDP contributions for labour and capital quality. When
the quality measures are subtracted from labour and capital, the basic inputs are left. Broad
productivity can then be defined as the sum of capital quality, labour quality and TFP.

Broad productivity is the sum of capital quality, labour quality and TFP
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Broad productivity
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United States: Sources of GDP growth
(contribution to GDP growth; average annual growth rates)
Source: Jorgenson, Nomura, Samuels, RIETI Discussion Paper Series 15-E-054, 2015
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Source: Jorgenson, Nomura, Samuels, RIETI Discussion Paper Series 15-E-054, 2015

Several observations can be drawn from the revised 'broader' estimates of productivity:
• TFP has been more important for Japanese growth than for the United States, especially during
Japan's high-speed post-war expansion. Capital improvements were more important to US
growth.
• The contribution of capital quality is closely tied to capital investment, as it is difficult to get more
productivity from capital without additional investment.
• Labour quality is uncorrelated with growth of the labour supply. Even as the labour force
declines, workers can become better educated; for example, lifelong learning schemes are
increasing.
• Broad productivity fell sharply in Japan as overall growth slowed (see JAPAN: Productivity
problem holds back economic growth - May 31, 2017). Broad US productivity has declined only
since 2005 (see UNITED STATES: Policy outlook may constrain growth - April 21, 2017).
• Slower US growth has been driven largely by a lower contribution from basic capital inputs and
by weak growth of the quality of capital inputs.
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Raising workforce quality
Across much of the developed and developing world, workforces are ageing. As a result, the quality of
workers will be key to growth prospects. Education takes on greater importance because collegeeducated workers complement investment in information technology.
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Labour quality index for the United Kingdom, United States and Japan
Source: UK Office of National Statistics; US Bureau of Labor Statistics; Japanese Research Institute of Economy, Trade and Industry

The most rapid growth of the 'college premium' occurred between 1995 and 2000 when information
technology investment made its highest contribution to GDP growth. Labour qualifications steadily
increased in Japan and the United States up until the 2007-09 recession. Japan then plateaued for
several years. The United Kingdom has been a laggard since the late 1990s and has recently flattened
again.
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Growing gender parity will aid global growth prospects
Friday, August 4, 2017
Efforts are underway in the West to close the gender pay gap
The BBC released salary details for employees earning more than 150,000 pounds (around 200,000
dollars) in July, revealing that two thirds of its high earners, and the seven highest, are male, and
showing large gaps between staff performing similar tasks. Gender inequality is a worldwide problem
in both the public and the private sector. Research shows that increased parity generates GDP growth
through three channels: boosting the size and quality of the workforce; enlarging the consumer market;
and acting as an organisational catalyst in leadership positions.

What next

European Justice Commissioner
Viviane Reding presenting the
results for the Eurobarometer on
Gender Equality in Brussels, 2010.
(Reuters/Yves Herman)

Progress towards parity will continue in employment, incomes and leadership. However, slow
structural reform in areas including labour market flexibility, corporate governance and legal and
legislative frameworks will constrain the pace of change.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Reviewing and extending existing laws and regulations that promote and enforce gender equity will
be as important as new legislation.
◦ Policy choice and progress will vary across the world, reflecting varying levels of gender parity and
different traditions and religions.
◦ In low- and middle-income countries, ensuring cross-gender financial literacy and inclusion will
become a key tool in equality programmes.
◦ US public spending in support of gender parity, in particular health funding, may fall, but privatesector initiatives have strong momentum.

Analysis
Awareness of the economic benefits of gender parity is rising. The dialogue is evolving from
addressing disparity to generating and advancing systems that create economic gains from gender
equality.

Gender Development Index
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in 1995 introduced the Gender Development
Index (GDI) for 160 countries: the first global attempt to measure disparities in human development
through gender differences.
The GDI measures disparities in three areas -- health, knowledge and living standards -- using the
same foundations as the Human Development Index (HDI). The HDI was created to widen
assessments of development beyond GDP growth to account for people and their capabilities (see
INTERNATIONAL: Human development overhaul ahead - March 26, 2013).

Worldwide, men earn nearly twice as much as women
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The GDI shows that, globally, men enjoy gross national incomes 1.8 times higher than females do, but
that this ratio varies from 1.2 in Sweden and Norway to more than 4.0 in many Gulf states. Across the
world, women receive 1.1 years' less schooling than men, but this rises to 2.0 or more in India, Turkey
and Sub-Saharan Africa. In the UAE, Qatar, Brazil and Venezuela, on average women spend more
years at school than men.
The Gender Inequality Index (GII) incorporates:
• health, using the maternal mortality ratio and adolescent birth rates;
• empowerment, using the share of parliamentary seats occupied by females and share of
females and males over 25 with secondary education; and
• economic status, using workforce participation rates among females and males over 15.
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Source: United Nations

Awareness of gender inequality is rising. Women's empowerment is one of the seventeen priorities of
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals for 2030 (see INTERNATIONAL: Development
goals face finance gap - May 13, 2014).

US template: Title IX
The US Title IX Education Amendments Act was introduced by Federal Statue in 1972. It prohibits
discrimination by gender in education programmes that receive federal financial assistance. Almost
every US educational institution receives federal funds and is required to comply.
Title IX institutionalised two mechanisms for moving towards gender equality. First, it established the
requirement of parity. Secondly, it established nationally a pathway of legal recourse. Subsequent
decisions from the Supreme Court and guidance from the Department of Education ensure it now also
covers sexual harassment and violence.
Schools are legally required to respond to and remedy hostile educational environments. Failure to do
so is a violation, risking the school losing its federal funding.

An untapped resource
McKinsey Global Institute research finds that if women were to participate in the economy identically to
men, they could add as much as 12 trillion dollars to annual global GDP by 2025. Achieving this
requires a joined-up approach from the public and private sectors, and support from international
institutions.
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Government
Governments can promote equality through fiscal policy. Gender budgeting attempts to quantify how
policies affect women and men differently by analysing the different impacts of spending and revenue
policies on men and women and then allocating money differently, as well as setting targets and
directing funds to meet them.
In the 1990s, Canada improved incentives for secondary earners by introducing tax cuts and benefits
for families with children. Canada now boasts female labour participation of over 80%. IMF head
Christine Lagarde advocates that the Fund incorporate gender budgeting into its advice.
Incorporating gender into decision-making does risk accusations of corruption, as selections are not
made only on the basis of skill. However, initiatives are underway across the world to improve
transparency, which could clear the way for gender initiatives to make faster progress.

Broadening existing initiatives
Advancing the gender parity agenda and narrowing inequalities depend both on new initiatives and on
advancing existing ones (see INTERNATIONAL: Women’s rights progress may stagnate - March 8,
2017).
In March 2017, Iceland became the first country to introduce legislation requiring employers to prove
that they are paying men and women equally. The country has had an equal-pay-for-equal-work labour
market law since the early 1960s, but women in Iceland still earn 14-20% less than men. The new law
requires firms with 25 or more staff to certify every three years that they pay employees depending on
the role rather than gender, aiming to eliminate the pay gap by 2022.

Icelandic firms regularly certify that they pay staff equally depending
on the role

In April 2018, all UK firms with more than 250 staff will have to publish the average amounts they pay
men and women. The Equalities and Human Rights Commission will enforce the legislation.
Investment management firm Schroders reported in its 2016 remuneration report that its female staff
are paid a third less on average. However, the firm has increased the share of women in senior
management from 25% at end-2015 to 29% by end-2016, aiming for 33% by 2019.
Private-sector dynamism drives opportunities for change. In 2015 Salesforce chief executive officer
(CEO) Marc Benioff announced that Salesforce would spend 3 million dollars to address gender pay
disparities, and this sum was doubled in March 2017. Benioff promised that an analysis of the gender
pay gap would be part of due diligence in the future.

Leadership windfall
Evidence shows that recruiting, hiring and promotion practices that promote gender equality are
proving productive and profitable. A Peterson Institute for International Economics working paper
analysed survey data from 21,980 companies in 91 countries in 2016. It found that companies with at
least 30% women in senior management were on average 15% more profitable.
The survey also found that nearly 60% of the firms have no female board members, just over 50% have
no female 'C'-suite executives (senior non-board level executives), and less than 5% have a female
CEO, suggesting that there is still significant room for improvement.
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Islam is likely to influence Turkish education reform
Friday, September 29, 2017
Erdogan’s intervention could shake up education policies, probably increasing the role of
religion
Government policy has been unsuccessful in education and culture, President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
admitted on September 26. Erdogan spoke ten days after instructing the education ministry to change
the examination system for secondary-school entrance. His new-found interest in education quality, if
sustained, could lead to some improvements if concrete action is taken on school budgeting,
standards, teacher training and career structures. However, the government has focused rather on
increasing the influence of religion in education, introducing extensive syllabus changes aimed at
Turkey’s ideological transformation in line with Erdogan’s historical view and vision of society.

Religious school students wave
national flags as they wait for
President Tayyip Erdogan to speak
at a graduation ceremony in
Istanbul. (Reuters/Murad Sezer)

What next
Changes in examination systems alone will have little impact. Meanwhile, efforts to use the education
system to desecularise social norms and beliefs are almost certain to continue, and there may be an
attempt to alter the profile of teachers in the mainly Kurdish south-east. Education reform could be
used to justify such efforts.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ There may be opportunities for the private sector to influence education policy.
◦ Policy in education as in other fields will continue to be ad hoc without long-term planning.
◦ The president may soon turn his attention to popular culture.

Analysis
Speaking as the academic year began on September 26, Erdogan referred to problems with textbooks,
syllabuses and the transition between different levels of education. Education and culture, he said,
were areas in which his Justice and Development Party governments had not achieved as much as
they would have liked.
On September 15, the president said he was against the secondary-school entrance examination
system. Education Minister Ismet Yilmaz subsequently called off examinations planned for November
and promised alternative arrangements, which may mean that fewer schools select by examination
and more children are placed in the schools nearest their homes.
Simultaneously, the Higher Education Council is to simplify the university entrance system, although it
will still involve centralised examinations.

Education coverage
Coverage has increased rapidly. Turkey provides basic education (grades 1-8) to almost all girls and
boys, and secondary education (grades 9-12) to almost 90%, with regional variations. Teacher-pupil
ratios have improved.

Education provision has improved in quantitative terms; the quality is
disappointing and highly uneven
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However, many young children attend school in shifts for lack of classrooms. Non-attendance is a
significant problem in secondary schools. Many school-age children are only included in education
through distance learning, although this is mainly intended for over-age students. Preschool education
coverage is limited, particularly for under-fives.

Turkey: Enrolment in state secondary schools (by type of school)
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Source: Ministry of National Education: Formal education statistics, 2016-17

Education quality
Overall levels of educational achievement are disappointing. Teachers may be poorly trained or
motivated. Syllabus-oriented rote-learning persists; materials and extra-curricular activities are limited.
Moreover, there are major differences in available resources and learning outcomes from place to
place and school to school. This leads to intense competition for places in the more-prestigious
academic state secondary schools, from which many students go on to the better-regarded
universities and faculties. Equally, it produces widespread aversion to other schools, including most
technical and vocational schools.

Turkey: graduates of further and higher education (thousands)
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Erdogan argued that providing a good standard of education in all secondary schools would mean that
children could attend their local schools.
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In OECD Programme for International Student Assessment tests conducted in 2015, Turkish 15-yearolds scored below the international average. There were wide variations by type of school, region and
socioeconomic group.

International PISA scores, 2015

Note: 15-year-olds were given three tests in 72 countries, Singapore coming top in all three.
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Source: OECD, Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)

Recent policies
While the development and education ministries acknowledge such problems, policies have been
driven in practice by ideological concerns (see TURKEY: Society will become more Islamic under AKP May 4, 2016) and by such organisations as the Turgev foundation, of which the president's son Bilal
Erdogan is a board member:
• Girls have been allowed to wear headscarfs from grade 5 onwards.
• Religious middle schools (for grades 5-8) were reintroduced in 2012.
• The number of religious high schools has been increased, partly by converting existing
schools.
• The weight of religious classes in all school curricula has been increased.
• Private religious foundations and the government's Department of Religious Affairs are
increasingly providing preschool education, staging activities in schools and running hostels
for school and university students.
• Religious occasions and events are celebrated in schools as well as national days.
• Political and religious criteria have allegedly been used to replace teachers sacked after the
July 2016 coup attempt.

Education policy has largely focused on increasing religious schools
and desecularising the curriculum

The latest wide-ranging amendments to syllabuses, with the omission of Darwin's theory of evolution
and the inclusion of numerous references to the attempted coup, have further eroded the heavy
emphasis formerly placed on Ataturk, the War of Independence and Ataturk's Republican vision of a
modern secular society on Western lines.
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Exams and crammers
Erdogan's concern for examinations, which have changed frequently, is not new.
After 2012, he championed the abolition of private cramming schools preparing students for secondary
-school and university entrance examinations out of school hours. Many became private secondary
schools, so that over 10% of secondary-school students now attend private schools; others continue to
provide a more limited service.
Erdogan would like to free students and parents from examination stress and the expenses
associated with extra coaching and classes. He may have other motives too:
• Many of the crammers were linked to the Fethullah Gulen organisation, members of which were
behind the coup attempt.
• Today, well-educated, secular-minded families, whose children do well in the examinations,
may have most to lose from a less-selective secondary-school entrance system.
• While prestigious old schools steeped in Republican traditions continue to attract interest,
places at religious high schools have gone unfilled.
Nevertheless, centralised examinations are widely regarded as being fairer and less open to
corruption than other alternatives (such as placement based on school marks), and students from
poor backgrounds can and do win places at top schools.

Outlook
The opposition and secular public opinion are highly critical of education policy, and there are frequent
demonstrations against it.
The 2016 Life Satisfaction Survey by the Turkish Statistical Institute put satisfaction with education
services at 65.1%, lower than for security, health, social security and transport services. An Xsights
survey published in the newspaper Dunya in May showed that 28% of the public were either
unsatisfied or very unsatisfied with education services, and 15% were neither satisfied nor unsatisfied.
The question now is whether Erdogan has decided to prioritise raising the quality of education (and
thereby increasing his popularity) over the ideological transformation of society through education, at
least for the time being; or whether his policy of education reform is to serve as a cover for further
desecularisation.

Erdogan has adopted a wider agenda, but his concern with
examination systems may not be entirely altruistic

The president's coupling of education policy with culture policy may suggest the latter. He is a religious
school graduate himself and has often spoken of bringing up a "religious generation" (see TURKEY:
Religious schooling will be socially divisive - October 7, 2014).

Kurdish population
Erdogan also said there were teachers in the mainly Kurdish-populated south-east who were
"poisoned" by "terrorists" -- a reference to the nationalist Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) guerrillas.
Education was severely disrupted by military activities against the PKK in a number of urban areas in
south-eastern Turkey in 2015-16, and many teachers in the region were sacked after the coup attempt.
More teachers in the region may now come under scrutiny and there could be further changes in the
way they are appointed.
Despite the large Kurdish population, Turkish is the sole language of education in state schools.
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South-east Asia gender balance implies growth benefit
Friday, September 29, 2017
ASEAN is turning attention to the role of gender in regional economic integration
South-east Asian economic ministers agreed at a summit earlier this month in Manila to work towards
a more inclusive role for women in the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC).

What next
The initial focus is likely to be on increased access to finance and more training opportunities.
However, women face further discrimination in education, employment and business due to low
political representation and entrenched religious and cultural beliefs.

Women count money at a bank in
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
(Reuters/Kham)

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Institutional changes will be needed for women to realise their full economic potential.
◦ Small and medium-sized businesses owned by women will struggle to access financing.
◦ Reform of parental leave and childcare would help retain vital skills in the workplace.

Analysis
An action agenda on women's economic empowerment was adopted in early September as part of a
broader strategy aimed at speeding up integration within the AEC. This followed lobbying by the ASEAN
Women's Business Conference, which highlighted barriers faced by female entrepreneurs (see
INTERNATIONAL: Gender parity policy - August 4, 2017).
Only the Philippines (in seventh place) rated well in the 2016 Global Gender Gap Report from the
World Economic Forum (WEF). Laos was 43rd, Singapore 55th, Vietnam 75th, Thailand 71st,
Indonesia 88th, Brunei 103rd, Malaysia 106th and Cambodia 112th. Myanmar was not included.
ASEAN countries have ratified the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women. Parties to the UN treaty agreed to eliminate any laws preventing equality, but
discrimination often results from other factors.

Culture
All ASEAN societies are patriarchal, with males controlling family firms and having more opportunity to
receive a quality education (see SOUTH-EAST ASIA: Family firms face tougher competition - June 23,
2017).

Religion
Islamic Indonesia, Malaysia and Brunei oppose gender equality. Subtle restrictions exist in Buddhist
states.

Social
Low-income countries have more pressing social issues such as ending poverty, and often lack the
resources to institute structural change.

Low opportunity shapes women's role
Commitments to the UN's Sustainable Development Goals will require all countries in the region to
achieve full gender equality and eliminate all forms of exploitation by 2030, but this will be difficult even
for advanced countries.
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At an economic level, women face inequality in four areas:

Employment
Women mostly have low-tier jobs and a wage gap of 20% with men. Females hold 75% of basic
clerical jobs in Singapore, 73% in Malaysia, 69% in Brunei and 68% in Thailand; they fill 68% of service
and sales jobs in Cambodia and 63% in Laos and Vietnam. Only 18% of senior staff are women in
Cambodia, 22% in Malaysia and 24% in Vietnam.
Women could therefore also be further disproportionately hit by the effects of automation and disruptive
technologies (see SOUTH-EAST ASIA: Automation could see labour unrest - September 19, 2016).

Automation could affect women especially

Health
Most women have greater exposure to health problems because they often undertake arduous,
physically demanding jobs and have less financial capacity to seek medical aid. Thousands of migrant
workers who provide low-cost labour at factories, homes and farms are especially vulnerable. They
mainly come from Laos, Cambodia and Myanmar.
Cambodia, Thailand and the Philippines all received the top ranking in the WEF gender study for health
and survival. Indonesia had a rating of 58, Laos 90, Malaysia 109, Singapore 121, Brunei 130 and
Vietnam 138. Expectations of a healthy life are low by global standards in countries such as Laos,
Indonesia, Brunei, Malaysia and even Singapore.

Politics
Under the UN convention at least 30% of legislators are supposed to be female, but the Philippines is
the only ASEAN country that meets this criterion. As of 2015-16, women hold 27.5% of seats in Laos,
24.3% in Vietnam, 23.8% in Singapore, 20.3% in Cambodia, 17.1% in Indonesia, 10.5% in Malaysia,
9.9% in Myanmar, 6.5% in Brunei and 6.1% in Thailand.
The Philippines was given a 17 rating in the WEF study for its political empowerment, with Indonesia at
72, Laos 79, Vietnam 84, Singapore 97, Cambodia 108, Thailand 131, Malaysia 134 and Brunei 141.
Most countries rated poorly due to low numbers of women in ministerial positions. There have also
been few women elected as heads of state.
Women are also under-represented in trade unions; this could change if gender equality in labour
emerges (see ASEAN: Cross-border trade union cooperation to grow - June 24, 2016).

Education
Most girls finish primary school, but secondary and tertiary rates are lower than for males. Girls can
expect 15.5 years of schooling in Singapore but only 10.3 in Cambodia, 10.8 in Laos, 11.5 in the
Philippines, 12.7 in Malaysia, 12.8 in Indonesia, 13.4 in Thailand and 14.9 in Brunei. No recent data is
available for Vietnam or Myanmar.
In the WEF index, which focuses more on maximisation of labour, the Philippines received a top
ranking. Brunei was ranked at 70, Thailand 74, Indonesia 87, Malaysia 89, Vietnam 93, Singapore 95,
Laos 115 and Cambodia 128. More advanced countries such as Singapore and Thailand lost out due
to skills mismatches, despite higher school enrolments.
A lack of education also makes it harder for women to rise through the value chain in industry.
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Reforms would bring economic dividend
Gender inequality costs ASEAN economies an average 17.2% of GDP annually, according to 2014
estimates, ranging from 29% in Brunei and 25% in Malaysia to 7% in Cambodia and 11% in Thailand
and Vietnam. Myanmar was not included in that study.
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If policies remain unchanged, integration under the AEC will mainly benefit males. The wage gap will
still be 20% in 2025, as growth in lower-skill sectors that mostly employ women, such as garments
and agriculture, will fall. Labour constraints will limit women's role in newer industries such as
electronic commerce.
However, empowering women would boost the region's economy by up to 30% by 2025, the World
Bank has calculated. This would partly be achieved by adding value to existing industries, as well as
new market opportunities and expanded employment. Studies by ASEAN suggest that institutional
reforms would be needed:

30%

Potential boost to South-east Asia's economy by 2025 with better
gender equality

Legal overhaul
All countries have gender equality enshrined in constitutional laws, but these are outweighed by
customary laws in countries such as Malaysia and Brunei that give males exclusive control of property.
Reforming land titles and asset laws would make it easier for women to make their own business
decisions.
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Financing aid
About 61.3 million women own small and medium-sized businesses, but 70% have limited funding
due to a bias by banks towards men (women lack legal power and their businesses are often small,
making them potentially less attractive investment opportunities). There is a financing shortfall of 285
billion dollars for women. It is unclear how ASEAN will change this imbalance; one recommendation
has been subsidised loans.

Workplace benefits
Women often are discouraged from taking up a career or forced into premature retirement because of
the absence of a parental leave scheme that can maintain their work connection. ASEAN has
recommended that childcare systems be redesigned so that supply of skilled workers can be
maintained.

Training boost
Providing scholarships would enable women to obtain business degrees and professional skills in
higher-paid priority industries targeted for expansion under the AEC, such as information technology.
Education gaps could be bridged by offering financial incentives for girls to stay at school.
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US 2018 midterms are likely to weaken Democrats' clout
Wednesday, October 11, 2017
The Democrats look ahead to the midterms as the Republicans struggle to pass
legislation under an unpopular president
House Democrat Michelle Lujan Grisham of New Jersey, chair of the Hispanic Caucus, suggested on
October 9 that her supporters would insist on a legalised path to citizenship for those enrolled on the
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) programme as a condition for supporting a must-pass
funding bill in December. The Democrats are seeking to revive their party’s fortunes in legislative and
electoral battles from the nadir following the political upsets of 2016. As the party seeks to orientate
itself towards the administration of President Donald Trump at the federal level, its congressional
leaders must balance the centrist considerations of legislative strategy under Republican rule with the
expectations of frustrated progressive voters and activists in the party base. The Democrats also face
electoral tests in the 2018 midterms and -- more importantly -- when Trump seeks re-election in 2020.

Congressional Democrats prior to
their 'A Better Deal' policy launch in
Berryville, Virginia. (Reuters/James
Lawler Duggan)

What next
Republican disunity and the year-end budget talks will give Democrats substantial scope to block
conservative initiatives in the Senate, probably hindering the Trump administration from achieving a
major legislative win ahead of the 2018 midterms. However, the party’s electoral circumstances are
less favourable. Failure to take back control of at least one legislative chamber is likely to prompt the
left wing of the party to challenge established leaders and centrist policy commitments, and to impose
ideological litmus tests on universal health care and fiscal policy for 2020 Democratic presidential
aspirants.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi is likely to face a post-midterms leadership challenge.
◦ More extreme Republican primary challengers backed by Steve Bannon could cost the Republicans
otherwise winnable Senate seats.
◦ A sizeable contingent of Democratic senators are likely to vote with the 2020 presidential primaries
in mind.
◦ A conservative Supreme Court ruling allowing partisan gerrymandering in key states will hinder
Democratic House gains.
◦ Democratic weakness at the state level will have negative electoral and policymaking
consequences at federal level.

Analysis
After a contentious primary contest between Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders in 2016, the
Democrats expected to defeat Trump and at the very least hold the presidency. The primary brought up
significant disputes between individuals and factions about the party's core policy agenda, the
composition of its coalition and directions for future growth after Barack Obama's presidency.
Nevertheless, disparate Democratic factions calibrated their debates with the goal of shaping a
presumptive Clinton administration.
However, the 2016 election delivered the worst possible outcome for the party:
• Republicans control both houses of Congress;
• Trump took the White House in a narrow victory marred by claims of external interference;
• the Supreme Court has returned to a 5-4 conservative majority that may be entrenched if liberal
justices retire or die;
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• 32 state legislatures have Republican majorities in both chambers; and
• 26 state governments are under total Republican control, both legislature and executive.
This was a grave disappointment for Democrats, made all the worse by the unique erraticism and
controversy generated by the Trump White House (see PROSPECTS H2 2017: US politics - June 29,
2017).

Legislative battles
The sole locus of federal institutional power that the Democrats hold in Washington is their 48-seat
minority in the Senate. They ability to filibuster legislation is their ticket to negotiations with the
Republican majority on most matters and is also, if required, a check on the Republicans' ability to
push through legislation (see UNITED STATES: Democrats will rebuild from Senate - December 19,
2016).
While Trump has often accused Democrats of obstructionism in thwarted legislative initiatives, the
deep ideological and tactical divisions between Republicans in Congress give the Democratic Senate
minority some leeway to derail the majority, as demonstrated during the months-long and ultimately
failed effort by Republicans to pass healthcare legislation (see UNITED STATES: Obamacare pivot will
cost Congress - September 28, 2017).
The unmanageability of the Republican Senate majority will only increase ahead of 2018 with the
presumed election of hard-line Alabama conservative candidate Roy Moore in December's Senate
special election, Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chairman Bob Corker's stated intention of not
seeking re-election after his spats with the White House, and moderate Senator Susan Collins
possibly leaving the upper chamber to run for governor in Maine.

The Senate gives Democrats an institutional platform to derail
Republican initiatives

Senate Republicans removed the filibuster for Supreme Court nominees to speed conservative Justice
Neil Gorsuch's appointment -- a top priority for the Republicans after blocking Obama's 2016 pick,
Merrick Garland -- but the Republican majority altering procedural rules to remove the legislative
filibuster as Trump has urged is highly unlikely, given the filibuster's power as a tool of obstruction for a
future Republican minority.
Trump's September deal with House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi and Senate Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer to take a three-month increase in the debt ceiling and government funding gives the
Democrats a powerful bargaining chip on most congressional matters before the new
shutdown/default deadline in December.
Democratic positioning will now shape the debate on several upcoming legislative items, including:
• the Republicans' new priority of tax legislation;
• stabilising Affordable Care Act (ACA or 'Obamacare') insurance markets after repeated
Republican efforts to cut federal subsidies and regulations;
• protections for those enrolled in DACA after Trump ended the programme in September (see
UNITED STATES: Congress will cover for Trump on DACA - September 13, 2017);
• whether Congress will re-impose sanctions on Iran if Trump decertifies the nuclear deal as
expected; and
• setting levels of federal spending for bureaucratic activities and entitlement programmes.
Congressional Democratic leaders therefore have opportunities to influence federal politics and
policymaking well beyond their basic seat count. However, this occurs in a political context where the
Democratic base is fiercely hostile to the Trump presidency and Democratic activists are wary of their
congressional leaders bargaining away progressive priorities in talks with the Republicans.
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DACA replacement
The DACA fight has energised the Democratic base, as has Trump's pledge to build a border wall with
Mexico.
A bipartisan deal providing funding for greater border infrastructure and policing in exchange for a
legislated DACA replacement is a likely compromise before the programme ends in March 2018.
However, the White House have indicated that they may seek funding for a structure that is explicitly
billed as Trump's border wall. Trump may also seek to push the 'RAISE Act' bill introduced by
immigration hardliners Tom Cotton and David Perdue during DACA talks. The RAISE Act would halve
the allocation of residency permits and move to a points-based allocation system accessible by a
smaller pool of potential immigrants.
Sharp reductions in legal immigration, anything that looks like a credible legislative victory for Trump on
the border wall issue, and increased federal funding for deportations of undocumented migrants within
the United States (versus removals at the border) are complete non-starters for immigration activists
and are likely red lines for congressional Democrats in DACA talks.

Tax legislation
Trump has sought to secure some buy-in for the mulled Republican tax cut push from Democratic
senators in states he won in 2016 , such as Joe Donnelly of Indiana, Heidi Heitkamp of North Dakota
and Joe Manchin of West Virginia.
However, the tax plan continues to lack detail and the most recent policy statement from the White
House and congressional Republican leaders in late September offers some indications of likely
political hurdles for securing Democratic buy-in (see UNITED STATES: Widespread tax reform appears
unlikely - June 21, 2017).
An analysis by the nonpartisan Tax Policy Center indicated that the preliminary tax plan will
disproportionally benefit the wealthiest taxpayers, contrary to Trump's claims.
While the average taxpayer would experience a 1.7% reduction in federal levies in 2018, the top
percentile of earners would see on average a 5.7% reduction. The top 0.1% of taxpayers would have
their tax rate reduced by 6.8%.

6.8%

Tax rate reduction for top 0.1% of taxpayers under Republican tax
plan
Corporate tax cuts form the largest tax-relief portions of the plan, whereas individual taxpayers would
lose popular deductions to finance the plan, such as personal exemptions on income and the
deduction of state and local taxes.
The tax plan's authors have already faced pressure to reverse course and leave the deductions for
state and local taxes in place. There is some indication they may dilute this measure, which would add
to the overall impact on the deficit.
While Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin has claimed that increased economic activity will boost tax
receipts and hence cover the plan's costs, this claim will not be accepted by the nonpartisan
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) or by Senate parliamentarians.
The revenue gap in the Republican tax plan means that it would have to be temporary in order to be
eligible to bypass the filibuster via budget reconciliation procedures, which require a bill not to create a
long-term increase in the federal deficit.
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Some Senate Republicans, like Tennessee's outgoing Corker and Kentucky's Rand Paul, are wary of
passing a tax plan that increases the deficit. This means that the Republican tax plan -- barring a major
overhaul -- will probably need support from Democrats representing Trump states in order to clear the
Senate.
However, these vulnerable Democrats do not seem willing to cooperate with the Republican
leadership on the tax plan, casting doubts over its political viability.

Midterm season approaches
While congressional Democrats will enjoy outsized legislative clout through the end of 2017, they face
unfavourable if not unsurmountable electoral circumstances in 2018.
The Democrats need a net increase of 24 House seats and three Senate seats to take control of those
legislative chambers. The president's party usually loses seats in Congress in midterms and Trump is
posting unfavourable ratings that are unprecedented for a president's first year (see UNITED STATES:
Trump will cement party takeover - September 20, 2017).
However, the midterm electorate -- without the get-out-the-vote efforts and excitement of a high-profile
presidential contest -- also tends to be older and whiter than the US population average, and these
demographics favour Republicans.

House dynamics
National pollsters use a generic congressional ballot metric to gauge public opinion ahead of the
midterms, which usually correlates well with the outcome of the popular vote for the House of
Representatives. Currently, a generic Democrat is outstripping a generic Republican by nearly 8
percentage points, according to polling aggregator FiveThirtyEight.
This suggests that the Republicans are likely to experience a net loss of seats. However, the generic
congressional ballot has its limits as a predictive tool, given the partisan gerrymandering of districts
and a fairly wide historical margin of error.
Republican candidates took 49.9% of House votes in 2016, but the party took 55.2% of seats, a 'seat
bonus' reflecting more favourable electoral boundaries and geographic distributions of Republican
voters.
A more helpful, albeit less comprehensive, method for gauging the prospects for a Democratic House
majority involves identifying Republican incumbents whose districts voted for Clinton in 2016 (see
UNITED STATES: Trump agenda rests on House politics - April 13, 2017).
It is also possible that the Democrats could pick off Republicans representing districts with greater
numbers of non-white voters, voters with tertiary education, suburbanites and white working-class
Trump voters who are disappointed by the administration.
While Democrats are likely to gain seats in the House, a 24-seat net gain seems a challenging
prospect.

Senate dynamics
The Democrats have a highly unfavourable slate of Senate races to contest in 2018. Democratic seats
are up for re-election in 25 states, while Republicans are defending eight.

25

Senate seats Democrats are defending in 2018
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Many of the Democrats facing re-election represent conservative states but benefited by running in
2012, when a popular Democratic president was on the ballot. States with defending Democrats
include those where Trump and Republican governors have won easily: Indiana, Missouri, Montana,
North Dakota and West Virginia.
Democrats are also running in more competitive swing states where Trump won in 2016, such as
Florida, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia and Wisconsin.
The eight Republican incumbents are almost all running in safe states, with perhaps only Jeff Flake of
Arizona and Dean Heller of Nevada vulnerable because they have alienated the conservative base by
criticising Trump.
It seems likely that Democrats will lose seats in the Senate in 2018. A bolstered Republican majority -particularly if stocked by orthodox, rank-and-file candidates -- would present fewer opportunities for
Democrats to side tacitly with either conservative hardliners or moderates to derail the legislative
priorities of the Republican congressional leadership.
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Conservatives will shape US Supreme Court agenda
Wednesday, October 25, 2017
Several cases before the Supreme Court this term have wide-reaching implications and
touch on conservative priorities
The US Supreme Court ordered the US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit yesterday to vacate its
ruling against President Donald Trump’s second travel ban order, as its 120-day duration expired. The
Supreme Court opened its 2017–18 term earlier this month, and many of the cases currently
scheduled for arguments could have significant implications for individuals, corporations, and foreign
governments. The Court has not yet fully determined which cases it will hear this year, but many of
those it will hear through the end of 2017 will be closely watched, especially due to the changed
political and administrative circumstances surrounding the Court since the end of its 2016–17 term.

Demonstrators rally against partisan
gerrymandering in electoral districts
outside the US Supreme Court.
(Reuters/Joshua Roberts)

What next
The 2017-18 Supreme Court term will bring several high-profile cases that will unveil the
jurisprudential leanings of the restored conservative majority. The Court is likely to empower
employers at the expense of unions, and the gerrymandering case could have a sweeping impact,
potentially reshaping upcoming electoral cycles and perhaps partisan gridlock in Congress.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ A new Supreme Court vacancy could increase Trump’s popularity within his party despite his
congressional critics.
◦ Democrats would benefit from gerrymandering restrictions, but stronger party structures are needed
to win in redrawn districts.
◦ Union membership is likely to decline further, given structural economic shifts and state-level
governmental pressure.

Analysis
The Court has returned to its full strength of nine justices after the confirmation of Neil Gorsuch to the
Supreme Court earlier in 2017 (see PROSPECTS H2 2017: US politics - June 29, 2017)
His confirmation halfway through the Court's term meant that he was unable to participate in many
Supreme Court decisions last term, which left some ambiguity in certain rulings. Gorsuch can now
participate fully in the decisions both to grant certiorari and in the final opinions on those cases, which
could have significant implications.

Civil and corporate
The Court has already heard three combined cases that could affect how employers resolve disputes
with their employees under US law.
Currently, many employers require their employees to resolve any dispute, especially those concerning
pay and benefits, through individual arbitration, and contractually bar those employees from seeking
any other form of dispute resolution (see UNITED STATES: Publicity unlikely to limit arbitration - May 15,
2014).
This includes class-action lawsuits, collective action akin to a union, or through litigation. However, the
National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), which governs basic employer-employee rights in the United
States and sets standards for labour union collective bargaining, expressly allows collective and classaction remedies to employment disputes.
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The Federal Arbitration Act (FAA), which ordinarily protects the right to seek arbitration for dispute
resolution, has a special clause limiting the FAA's scope where it conflicts with other federal laws. The
cases before the Supreme Court -- Epic Systems v. Lewis, NLRB v. Murphy Oil, and Ernst & Young v.
Morris -- seek to answer whether the NLRA's right to collective and class dispute resolution override
the FAA's protections for the right to arbitrate disputes.
As is often the case, the outcomes of these cases depend on the ideologies of respective justices and
how each interprets the relationships between federal laws. However, should the conservative majority
-- restored by Gorsuch -- hold, rulings in favour of employers seem probable.
In 2018, the Court will also hear a union representation case that could affect how public-sector
employers negotiate large-scale employment contracts (see UNITED STATES: Organised labour may
rebound - October 9, 2017).

The conservative Supreme Court majority will strengthen the hand of
employers

Since 1979, the Supreme Court has expressly permitted government agencies to negotiate labour
contracts solely with public-sector employee unions if a critical number of employees are members of
that union.
Further, if any employee in the same employment field, such as teaching, is not a member of the union
with which the government has an exclusive negotiating relationship, then the union can collect a socalled agency fee from any non-unionised employee for representing the non-unionised employee in
employment contract negotiations.
Many conservatives have fought against this agency fee rule, whether because of opposition to labour
unions or the compulsory nature of agency fees. They have sued to end the practice, saying that
maintaining it violates the non-unionised employee's right to free speech to not be represented by a
union.
The Court originally faced this question last term regarding teachers in California, and split 4-4, which
left the agency fee rule in place. Now, in Janus v. AFSCME, the Court will confront the issue again, this
time with nine justices, the newest of whom is not known to support labour unions. This rule may be
curtailed, with devastating effects on public-sector unions' finances if it is.

Constitutional
The Court has already heard arguments on a case whose impact would have national consequences
regarding elections and electoral districts.
The Constitution permits each state to determine both voter qualifications and how voters choose most
elected representatives. This includes how states determine the boundaries of electoral districts.
Throughout US history, various states have tried either to limit who could vote or whom voters could
elect, whether for political or discriminatory reasons.
Federal law and the Court have curtailed many of the earlier limitations on the individual right to vote,
but states still maintain control over electoral district mapping.
Some states entrust their mapping efforts to non-partisan commissions or judges to maintain strict
impartiality, but many keep the power within their respective state legislatures, making the periodic
effort at redrawing electoral district boundaries a highly partisan act (see UNITED STATES: Democrats
will weaken after 2018 - October 11, 2017).
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Wisconsin is one of these states. Its Republican-majority legislature redrew the state's electoral
districts following the 2010 census in ways that inherently favour Republican candidates at all levels of
government.
In Gill v. Whitford, the Court will attempt to decide if partisan district remapping compromises the right
to vote and if there is a way for any court to determine if a state's electoral district maps inappropriately
favour one political party.
Some academics have proposed a formula, which the lower courts in Wisconsin and Chicago
considered in ruling that Wisconsin's electoral district map was unconstitutionally partisan.
However, certain justices of the Court are sceptical of such formulas, even if they are sympathetic to the
concern that electoral maps drawn to favour one party over another create a sense of an unfair election
and limit the competitiveness of the polls (see UNITED STATES: Trump agenda rests on House
politics - April 13, 2017).
Later in the 2017-18 term, the Court will finally hear arguments related to the Trump administration's
travel bans.
Earlier in 2017, the Trump administration sought to impose a blanket hold on issuing travel visas to all
foreign nationals from seven majority Muslim countries on the grounds that the administration wanted
to review its traveller vetting process and that nationals from those couontries presented security
threats to the United States.
Immediately, several states sued the administration, arguing that the travel bans were impermissibly
broad and discriminatory and that they would pose irrevocable harm to the states and to the interests
of people connected with those states.
After much legal wrangling, the Court partly stayed the executive order barring entry of nationals from
the seven foreign countries and scheduled this case, Trump v. Hawaii, for the beginning of October,
given its currency.
However, since the travel ban only lasted for 120 days and Court practice requires the underlying
rationale of the case to be still effective when the Court hears arguments on it, the delay in hearing the
arguments of the case saw it vacated. However, the general issue will appear before the Court again,
as the Trump administration produced a revised travel ban on September 24.
The constitutionality of the ban is likely to be a question for the Court to address again, as the lower
court judges who halted the previous ban have granted injunctions against the new September ban.

Trump's travel ban will see a new legal challenge

The arguments will focus on whether the administration exceeded its discretion under the Immigration
and Nationality Act when it imposed blanket bans on nationals from certain countries and if the
administration justified the ban on religious grounds, whether the First Amendment's religious
freedom clauses inherently invalidate such a ban.

International
Two cases before the Court in the first half of its term have significant international implications for
corporations and sovereign assets in, or with connections to, the United States.
The first, argued on October 11, is Jesner v. Arab Bank, and concerns whether the Alien Tort Statute
(ATS) prevents parties from pursuing corporate liability claims under the ATS in US courts.
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Congress first enacted the statute in 1789. It allows non-citizens to file suit in US federal courts for tort
damages based on international law and treaties to which the United States is a party. Originally likely
intended to protect diplomats and victims of piracy, it was rarely invoked as the basis for lawsuits until
1980.
Since 1980, however, many individuals who have been the victims of war crimes and crimes against
humanity have sued their alleged perpetrators in US federal court for monetary damages, even if the
plaintiffs in the suits knew that they were unable to recover any actual money from the suit.
In 2013, the Supreme Court limited the scope of the ATS as a civil remedy for international crimes in
Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Shell by stating that individuals seeking damages under ATS would need to
prove that the defendant had a link to the United States, especially if the defendant was a private entity.
In Kiobel, the lawsuit concerned whether Royal Dutch Shell was complicit in crimes against humanity
in the oil-producing Niger Delta (see NIGERIA: Government could secure elusive Delta peace - May 15,
2017). However, Kiobel never addressed corporate liability under ATS, which the Jesner case will
attempt to do.
Jesner was the victim of a terrorist attack in Israel, and Arab Bank, a Jordanian bank with US business,
has been linked to alleged martyrdom payments paid to members of terrorist organisations (see
ISRAEL/PALESTINIANS: West Bank clashes could resurge - August 4, 2017). Jesner alleges Arab
Bank routed these payments through the United States.
The US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in New York dismissed Jesner's case against Arab
Bank because its precedent precluded claims of corporate liability in such acts.
However, it is the only appeals court to assert this preclusion. Others have permitted corporations to be
civilly liable for damages arising from acts of violence in which they were involved.
Due to this circuit split, and because the Supreme Court never answered the corporate liability element
of Kiobel, the Supreme Court will try to rule on whether the ATS permits or bans corporate liability for
damages arising from international crimes.

Upcoming cases may extend the international reach of US courts

The other international law case, Rubin v. Iran, scheduled for December 4, concerns what property of a
foreign state a plaintiff in a terrorism lawsuit may seize in satisfaction of the judgment.
The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act (FSIA), as amended, provides that if the victims of terrorist
attacks are awarded a judgment in their favour against a sovereign state that supported the terrorist
act, then the victims may seize assets of that sovereign that are present in the United States if those
assets are being used for commercial purposes (see UNITED STATES: 9-11 bill could have wide
impact - September 26, 2016).
Rubin and other US nationals were injured in a bombing in Jerusalem in 1997 and won a judgement
for damages against Iran in 2003 for its sponsorship of the attackers. Rubin and the other victims of
the attack then tried to seize Iranian artefacts on display at the Field Museum in Chicago and University
of Chicago's Oriental Institute on the grounds that the exhibition of such artefacts in the United States
constituted a sovereign commercial activity.
The district and appeals courts in Chicago both rejected the victims' seizure efforts because, in their
view, the FSIA's terrorism-judgment seizure rules applied to a specific list of sovereign properties
excepted from sovereign immunity, not as a general exception to the foreign sovereign immunity rules.
However, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco has ruled that the FSIA's terrorismjudgment seizure rules are a general exception to foreign sovereign immunity. This circuit split, and the
delicate nature of the property and circumstances involved, have led the Court to consider it.
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